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Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches,
aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced
plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina.
Branches books help readers grow!In the third book in this page-turning series, Tag, Skyla, and
Blaze journey to the Whispering Oak in search of the next piece of the Ember Stone. There, they
find strange creatures called grumblebees. But where is the magical stone? Thorn's dark magic
continues to spread. If Tag and his friends don't find all of the pieces soon, Perodia will be
destroyed! This action-packed series makes a great introduction to fantasy and quest stories for
younger readers. Realistic black-and-white artwork appears on every page!

About the AuthorD. J. Steinberg is the best-selling author of the popular Here I Come! series,
with over 20 books for young readers published to date. He lives in Los Angeles, California, and
can be found at djsteinberg.com. Laurie Stansfield is a freelance illustrator living in vibrant
Bristol, UK. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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The Whispering Jim Seals

The Ember Stone: A Branches Book (The Last Firehawk #1), The Crystal Caverns: A Branches
Book (The Last Firehawk #2), The Whispering Oak: A Branches Book (The Last Firehawk #3),
Lullaby Lake: A Branches Book (The Last Firehawk #4), The Shadowlands: A Branches Book
(The Last Firehawk #5), The Battle for Perodia: A Branches Book (The Last Firehawk #6), The
Cloud Kingdom: A Branches Book (The Last Firehawk #7), The Silver Swamp: A Branches Book
(The Last Firehawk #8), The Golden Temple: A Branches Book (The Last Firehawk #9), The
Secret Maze: A Branches Book (The Last Firehawk #10), The Underland: A Branches Book
(The Last Firehawk #11), Bloom of the Flower Dragon: A Branches Book (Dragon Masters #21),
Howl of the Wind Dragon: A Branches Book (Dragon Masters #20), Rise of the Earth Dragon: A
Branches Book (Dragon Masters #1), Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 8: Spirit Week Shenanigans (a
hilarious adventure for children ages 9-12), Wave of the Sea Dragon: A Branches Book (Dragon
Masters #19)



Cortney & Brooks, “8 year old loves this seriers. Book was new and in great condition. My 8 year
old son LOVES these books and will read them in one to two days. I LOVE the interest it’s giving
him in reading. I’d score the reading level maybe somewhere between easy and moderate.
There are pictures on every page which helps him activate his imagination while he reads and
keeps his interest peeked at this age.”

Ellen, “Great book for 2nd graders. My son flew through this book. He loves the story line and is
looking forward to reading the entire series.”

BeckShops, “Get this Book. My son, 9 yo, loves these books. I can’t say enough good things
about them. They hold his attention and he is actually excited about reading, which is a huge
accomplishment.”

Kelly, “Great series. Fun book series! Engaging and easy enough for a reluctant reader. Short
chapters that leave you feeling accomplished and wanting to know what happens next.
Lightening fast shipping”

T's Mamma, “Fun and Easy Chapter Book. We love this series in my house, and eagerly await
the next installment. This series is a great introduction to fantasy and adventure. The villains are
just the right level of scary for a young reader. Perfect to the early reader who isn't yet ready for
books like Harry Potter or The Series of Unfortunate Events.”

B, Harrison, “Son loves. Son is 7 and loves these books. He's eating them up like candy. Gotta
keep getting them so he knows what's next”

ChelsD, “My 8 year old loves these books.. Good books”

Jwiehagen, “Love this series. We read this series to my 6 year old son and he loves it! It’s
perfect for his age because he understands it, even though he can’t read it completely by
himself and it has lots of pictures too.  A great chapter book!”

Bee Ratcliffe, “Our kids love the last Firehawk book series. We had already read two different
unrelated Scholastic book series. Scholastic first chapter books work for us as they have lots of
pictures (usually one per page) and yet the storyline is always captivating. We want to introduce
chapter books without many pictures, but these books are perfect for the transition from picture
books to chapter books (picture books are rather expensive if you need a new one every
night).They LOVE the characters and even more so LOVE guessing what will happen
next.Whenever possible we use the Kindle edition and broadcast it to our TV via our Amazon



Firebox (via wireless projection) so that everyone can see the text and the pictures.
Unfortunately not all the books are available for Amazon Kindle, so some books we had to buy
as hard paper and we are running out of space in our bookshelves as we have sooo many
books, so we prefer electronic copies. Electronic copies also allow us to share it onto their
Amazon Fire tablets for kids.Again, loved all of our kids and we have different ages and "grasp of
the world".”

Ebook Tops Reader, “grade 3/4 reader. happy with product, shipping and packaging was proper
so no damage to book. book is well enjoyed by my grade 3 child.”

Gary Geronimo, “Love it. Love it”

adriana holland, “Another great book. My son loves reading these books.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Awesome. The branches collection is a must for getting kids wanting to
read!”

The book by Katrina Charman has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 708 people have provided feedback.
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